Photography Includes:

- A single photo, panoramic, photo montage (1 print with multiple images), multiple exposure, negative sandwich, or photogram. Black& white or color is fine.
- It doesn’t include: photos with added graphics, collages or collections of photos, original film, or multidimensional pieces.

This Year’s Theme Is “I Matter Because…”

A theme is a fancy way of saying what your art is about. You can think about it anyway you’d like. Let your mind soar! If you’re having trouble getting started, try finishing the sentence, “I Matter Because…”

Why does the picture you took remind you of the theme? (Tip: You might want to write down or remember some of these ideas. You’ll use them later in the artist statement.)

What Size Can My Photo Be?

- The print must be no smaller than 3”x5” and no larger than 8”x10”
- Accepted file formats are JPEG, JPG, and PNG

Make Sure That:

- You are the photographer and your idea is your own.
- Your print is the highest resolution (300 dpi).
- Famous people, characters, or products aren’t the main subject of your photo.
- Write your artist statement! A thoughtful artist statement = big points in the contest! Include anything special you did to take the photo, explain what your photo is about, and what “I Matter Because…” means to you.

Due Date:

- Entries are due Tuesday, October 27th!
- Ask an adult to send a digital copy of your photo and the signed Entry Form to reflections@adamselementary.org

What Happens After I Turn in My Art?

- Your photo and artist statement will be on display in a virtual art gallery.
• Adams will select a few entries to represent the school in the Seattle Reflections Contest.